unit group. We begin with some basic concepts concerning circular planar nearrings and graph theory in the next section. Then we describe the connection between an E: and its graph. It turns out that each graph of an E~ can be decomposed into a union of some basic graphs. Moreover, the total number of basic graphs occurring depends on k alone. The last section is devoted to an interesting phenomenon for field generated planar nearrings. Some basic graphs always occur together as subgraphs of some E: regardless of the underlying field. This behavior is not well understood yet.
An application of our results to the number of solutions of certain equations over a finite field can be found in [9, 10] .
PRELIMINARIES
For previous works on circular planar nearrings, the reader is referred to [ 2 ] , [ 3 ] , [ 5 ] , [ 7 ] , [ 11 ] and [ 12 ] . To be self-contained, we review a minimum of necessary concepts.
Define an equivalence relation =m on a (left) nearring (N, +, .) by and ¢(a)={cp(a)lcpe¢}. When INI<~, (N, ~'*, e) is a BIBD [2] .
A planar nearring (N, +,.), its corresponding Ferrero pair (N, ¢), and the incidence structure (N, ~*, e), are said to be circular if every three distinct points of N belong to at most one block N*a + b. If furthermore, INI < oo, (N, ~*, e) is a circular BIBD. In case of circular structures we sometimes call a block N*a + b circle and refer to a as the radius and to b as the center of that circle.
We recall one way of obtaining Ferrero pairs from rings. Let (R, +, • ) be a ring with the group of units °k'(R). If ~(R) has a subgroup ¢ with the property that for each ue¢\{1}, -u+leq/(R), then ~={fflue¢}, where ~(x)= ux for all x eR, is a regular group of automorphisms of (R, + ). Therefore, (R, ~) is a Ferrero pair. One may identify ¢0 with ~S, and say that (R, ~) is a Ferrero pair. A planar nearring constructed from (R, cO) is referred to as a ring generated planar nearring.
In the special case where R is a field, we have q/(R) = R* = R\{0}, and the condition -u + 1 ~ °g(R) is always fulfilled. So every subgroup of R* gives a Ferrero pair. The corresponding planar nearring is then calledfieM generated. Now, we borrow some terminology from graph theory (cf. [6] , [13] ).
For a (undirected) graph A, we will use V(A) and E(A) to denote the vertex set and the edge set of A, respectively. We say that A is null if E(A)=~. If AI is a subgraph of A2, i.e., V(AI)~_ V(A2) and E(AI)~_ E(A2), then A1 <A2 will be used to indicate the situation. If AI <A2 and V(AI) = V(A2), then Ai is said to be a spanning subgraph of A2.
The degree of a vertex u in a graph is the number of edges incident with u. A graph with the property that every vertex has degree n, is called a One may visualize E~ as the set of circles with radius r and centers on the circle ~c. To describe E~, we assign to it a graph F(E~) whose vertex set is ~c, and whose edge set is {Cl C2 I Cl, C2 ~ ~C, C I ~ C2, and (#r + ct) n (#r + c2) 4: ~}.
Since N is circular, we have [(Jr+bl) c~ (Jr-kb2) [ 42 for any bl, b2 e Jc with b~b2. To impose this fact on the graph F(E~), we decompose E(f'(E~)) into a disjoint union of two subsets E~(F(E~)) and E2(F(E~)): Therefore, st(r, c) =st(r, c). This proves (2) . I
The lemma justifies that we define s(r, c)=sz(r, c) to be the sequence corresponding to E~.. It also shows that s(r, c) does not depend on the choice of the generator ~o.
The following lemma gives a connection between a sequence s(r, c) and the edge set of the graph of F(E~). ( Next, we ask the question, "How often does a basic graph occur as a subgraph of the graphs F(E~)?" To answer this question is the same as to find out the following two numbers: and rj(r) = I{E; I r f<r(E;)}l rg(r) = l{ E; I//ff < F(E;)} I.
) F(E~) is null if and only if ij = 0 for all j; (2) if F(E~) is not null, then
Surprisingly enough, when k is even, these two numbers turn out to be constants, and depend on k = [¢[ only. We also suspect that this is true for odd k, but we can only give a proof for a restricted situation.
The following lemma will be used from time to time without reference. 
Or + ~oc=Or' + (~og/-l) d/c = Or' + ~oO -1 c' c ~ c, . ''
Therefore, E;~_E~',. Changing the roles of E; and E~;, we also have E;; ~_ E;, hence E~ = E;;. This completes the proof of (2). As for (3), we note that -1 + ~ok/2 e Og(N) since O is regular. Therefore, from the identity 0 = I --f/0 k = ( --1 + Cpk/2)( -1 -rpk/2), we get -1-~0 kn=O,andso -l=rp kne~asstated. | Conversely, suppose ~k =-1. We want to show (Or+ c)n (Or+ q~Jc)= {b}. Take' d=21r+c=22r+cpJc~(Or+c)c~(Or+q~Jc), where 21,22~O, and assume that d~b, hence 22 ~ 1. Let e= -22r+e= -21r+q~Jc. Then e~(Or+e) n(Or+cpJc). By the circularity of (N,~*,E), "we have ee{b,d}. r + ~p/2c I = ~o '2 + 2Cl, and so 2 -Ib = 2 -lr + cp/cl = 2 -1 ~o;'-r + cl e (¢r + ~OJCl) c~ (¢r + cl ).
Therefore, 2-~b = a, or equivalently, b = 2a. But then r + ~Mc2 = b = 2a = 2(r + cpJcl) = 2r + cpJ2cl = 2r + ~pJc2; hence r = 2r, and so 2 = 1. "Therefore,
Cl ~ C2" m
Now, we need to put a restriction on the planar nearrings we are dealing with in order to get a satisfactory result. By [ 12] there are lots of examples. So, for the next two results, we assume that k = [O1 is odd, and that there is a Ferrero pair (N, ~) with cyclic gt~<°g(N) such that • is a subgroup of gt of index 2. Let ~= (qJ) such that q~=~k 2. we will show that if (N, ~*, e) is also circular, then Proof Assume that //~ is a subgraph of F(E;) in (N,~*,e), and let (Or+~Mc)ra(Or+c)={a,b}, where a=21r+~oJc=22r+c and b=23r+~Mc=24r+c such that arab. Also, let d=-21r+c= --22r + cpJc and e = --23r q-c = --24r q-~oJc.
We (1) The evidence from the data we gathered on field generated circular planar nearrings shows that the results (4.9) and (4.10) may be true even without the requirement for a circular (N, ~*, e). We still cannot prove it, though.
(2) In case when N is a finite field of characteristic p, Theorem 8 of [ 12] guarantees that the restriction we put on the results (4.9) and (4.10) excludes only finitely many values of p for each k.
OVERLAPS
One phenomenon among the graphs F(E;) of the field generated circular planar nearrings is still a mystery to us now. That is, some basic graphs always occur together as subgraphs of some F(E;). In this case, the basic graphs are said to overlap.
In this section, we consider a field (F, +,-), and a subgroup • = (~o) of F* of even order k. We also assume that (F, N*, e) is circular. Fix an reF*.
Directly from (4.3) and (4.4), we have the following result. (1) There is a c~F* such that Hk/2-i = Hk/6" Therefore, the overlap situation does not occur in this case. But this is the only exception in the theorem.
H~ v 1-I~ -< F(E~), resp. HAi " v Ff -,(F(E~)
The data we have obtained by running Maple on a Sun Workstation for the field of complex numbers with k ~< 300 showed overlaps only when 6lk, and overlaps other than the ones in (5.4) have only been found if 5 or 7 is also a divisor of k. We point out that Conjecture 1 does not hold for every field generated circular planar nearring as one can easily find counterexamples in a finite prime field Zp with a "small" p. In fact, there are quite a few overlaps in circular planar nearrings generated from the finite prime fields. (See Appendix C of [7] .) The only "explanation" we have is that when p is "small," there is "no room" for these circles to separate from each other. However, our computer generated data suggest that the following conjecture is also true. 
